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Blogger  Buzz  with

Geraldine  Walsh
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OVER HEAVEN'S HILL



BLOG  STORY

I 've been a writer my whole life

but grew out of love with it as

life took over. I wanted to get

that side of me back but didn 't

know how to go about it. My

usual fiction writing didn 't feel

right. I thought about my life

and our daughter and thought

well, what better to write about

than my family and my journey

into becoming the new me

through parenting.

BIGGEST  BLOG  ACHIEVEMENT

Winning "Best Original Writing for a

Website" at the 2016 Web Awards. I

brought my mum with me and was so

happy she was there for my first Blog and

Writing Award!

BLOG  BIRTHDAY

30/05/2015

GERALDINE 
WALSH

I HAVE A THREE
YEAR OLD WHO

GIVES ME
PLENTY TO

WRITE ABOUT
AND AM

CURRENTLY
FIVE MONTHS
PREGNANT SO
LOTS TO LOVE

AND COMPLAIN
ABOUT THERE.  

OVER  HEAVEN'S  HILL

INSIDE
SCOOP

WITH

WHO  INSPIRES  ME!

Since starting my blog I 've met, and I 'd

like to think become friends, with so

many fantastic bloggers. Ross from The

Stented Papa, Beth from The

Motherhub, Sinead from Shinners and

the Brood and so many more. I think as

a solo writer and blogger you really do

need to have a tight connection of

people you can bounce ideas off, share

innovations with and be a guide for

each other because let 's face it, the

world of blogging changes and grows

so quickly. We all have so much to

learn. I 'd be lost without them!

FAV  SOCIAL  MEDIA

PLATFORM

Facebook. Although I have a

love hate relationship with it

and all social media!

www.overheavenshill.com

Parenting  & Lifestyle

https://www.facebook.com/overheavenshill
http://thestentedpapa.com/
http://www.globalemotionalhealthsummit.com/
https://twitter.com/overheavenshill
http://www.overheavenshill.com/
https://www.instagram.com/overheavenshill/

